
Welcome! 
Grab coffee and breakfast. 
Thanks Tom and his team!

MEN OF SUCCESS 
Thursdays at 6:15



Second semester: 12 classes 1/11-3/29 

Audio recorded at discovertbc.com

MEN OF SUCCESS

http://discovertbc.com




Intro:  good is the enemy of great
Good is the enemy of great.
   And that is one of the key reasons why we have so 
little that becomes great.
   We don’t have great schools, principally because 
we  have good schools. We don’t have great 
government, principally because we have good 
government. Few people attain great lives, in large 
part because it is just easy to settle for a good life. 
The vast majority of companies  never become 
great, precisely because the vast majority become 
quite good—and that is their main problem.





not superstar leaders
not super salaries
not super strategy
not super tactics
not super technology
not super management
not super motivators

When they discovered the key, they found it WASn’T …



AND THEY FOUND WHAT IT WAS 
…



#1:  LEVEL FIVE 
LEADERSHIP



A Level Five leader  
blends 

extreme personal humility 
with 

intense professional will.

humility + will = level 5









Now Moses was a 
humble man, the 
most humble man 
on the face of the 
earth. Numbers 
12:3



#1:  LEVEL FIVE 
LEADERSHIP

Level 5 leaders channel their ego needs              
away from themselves and into the larger 
goal of building a great company. It’s not that 
Level 5 leaders have no ego or self-interest. 
Indeed, they are incredibly ambitious—but 
their ambition is first and foremost for the 
institution, not themselves.

humility + will = level 5



#2:  first who … then what
   When we began, we expected to find that 
the first step in taking a company from good 
to great would be to set a new direction, a 
new vision and strategy for the company, 
and then to get people committed and 
aligned behind that new direction.
   We found something quite the opposite.



#2:  first who … then what
   The executives who ignited the transformations 
from good to great did not first figure out where to 
drive the bus and then get people to take it there. 
No, they first got the right people on the bus (and 
the wrong people off the bus) and then figured out 
where to drive it.   They said, in essence, “Look, I 
don’t really know where we should take this bus. 
But I know this much. If we  get the right people 
on the bus, the right people in     the right seats, 
and the wrong people off the bus,     then we’ll 
figure out how to take it someplace great.”





The contrast 
between Jack 
Eckerd and Cork 
Walgreen is 
striking. Whereas 
Jack Eckerd had 
a genius for 
picking the right 
stores to buy, 
Cork Walgreen 
had a genius for 
picking the right 
people to hire.



Ecclesiastes 10:7  I have seen 
“servants” upon horses (in 

leadership), and “princes” on foot (in 
menial positions).



#2: first who…then what

#1: LEVEL FIVE 
LEADERSHIP



#3:  confront the brutal facts
(yet never lose faith)

In the early 1950s, A&P stood as the 
largest retailing organization in the 
world…Kroger an average grocery 
chain…But from 1975-2000, Kroger 
generated returns 80x better than A&P.
Both saw the world changing—people no 
longer wanted old-model grocery stores, 
they wanted super stores.
Unlike A&P, however, Kroger confronted 
this brutal truth and acted on it.



The Stockdale Paradox is a signature of all those 
who create greatness, be it in leading their own 
lives or in leading others. Churchill had it during 
the Second World War. Admiral Stockdale lived it 
in a prison camp.



Faced the brutal facts Faith he’d win in the end



#4:  the hedgehog concept
   Are you a hedgehog or a fox?
   In his famous essay “The Hedgehog and the 
Fox,”  Isaiah Berlin divided the world into 
hedgehogs and foxes, based upon an ancient 
Greek parable: “The fox knows many things, but 
the hedgehog knows one big thing.”



#4:  the hedgehog concept
   Are you a hedgehog or a fox?
   In his famous essay “The Hedgehog and the Fox,” Isaiah Berlin 
divided the world into hedgehogs and foxes, based upon an ancient 
Greek parable:              “The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog 
knows one big thing.”The good-to-great companies are more like 
hedgehogs—simple, dowdy creatures that know 
“one big thing” and stick to it. The comparison 
(“loser”) companies are more like foxes—crafty, 
cunning creatures that know many things yet lack 
consistency.



but how did good-to-great companies 
choose their “one thing”?

They asked themselves 3 questions.



but how did good-to-great companies choose 
their “one thing”?

They asked themselves 3 questions.

What can (and cannot) I be the BEST at?

What am I absolutely passionate about?

What drives my economic engine?





Walgreens: “the most convenient drugstore”



What can (and cannot) I be the BEST at?
Crucial point: A Hedgehog Concept is not a goal to 
be the best, a strategy to be the best, an intention 
to be the best, a plan to be the best. It is an 
understanding of what you can be the best at. The 
distinction is crucial.

Walgreens: We can be the best at convenient drugstores.

Kroger: We can be the best at innovative super-combo stores.

Kimberly-Clark: We can be the best at paper-based consumer products.



Fox people live a complex life: they pursue many 
things at one time, move in many directions, run 
faster, dodge quicker. Hedgehogs, on the other hand, 
live a simple life: they reduce the complex challenges 
of life into a single organizing idea, a simple concept 
that unifies everything, do less not more.

YOU—are you a fox or a hedgehog?



“One thing. Just one thing.”



Philippians 
3:13-14
(Paul)

One thing           
I do

press on to know 
Christ fully
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over money



Philippians 3:13-14
(Paul)

One thing           
I do

press on to know 
Christ fully

Psalm 27:4
(David)

One thing              
I desire

to be with the 
Lord

Mark 10:21-22
(rich young ruler)

One thing          
you lack

love for Jesus      
over money

Luke 10:42
(Martha)

One thing          
is needful

to sit at Jesus’ feet 
and hear his words



three questions you should ask the mirror



#4:  the hedgehog concept
(simplicity within the 3 circles)

#5:  A culture of discipline



The purpose of bureaucracy is to 
compensate for incompetence and 

lack of discipline—       a problem that 
largely goes away if you have the 

right people in the first place.



Most companies build their bureaucratic 
rules to manage the small percentage of 
wrong people on the bus, which in turn 
drives away the right people on the bus, 
which then increases the percentage of 
wrong people on the bus, which increases 
the need for more bureaucracy to 
compensate for incompetence and lack of 
discipline…



Avoid bureaucracy and hierarchy and instead create a culture of 
discipline.

Entrepeneurship (freedom with 
responsibility)

Discipline:
disciplined people
who engage in
disciplined thought
and then take
disciplined action





START A “STOP DOING” LIST

#5:  A culture of discipline

Do you have a “to do” list?
Do you also have a “stop doing” list?
Most of us lead busy but undisciplined lives. We 
have ever-expanding “to do” lists, trying to build 
momentum by doing, doing, doing—and doing 
more. And it rarely works. Those who built the 
good-to-great companies, however, made as much 
use of “stop doing” lists as “to do” lists. They 
displayed a remarkable discipline to unplug all 
sorts of extraneous work.



The single most 
important form of 

discipline is fanatical 
adherence to the 

Hedgehog Concept and 
the willingness to shun 
opportunities that fall 

outside the three circles.





3.  What were you “born to do”? What do you often find that you 
are “the best at”? What are you passionate about doing?

4.  Do you use “to do” lists? What things do you think you should 
consider putting on a “stop doing” list?

group discussion STARTERS

1. Did the first three points—“great leaders are 
humble”; “gotta get the right people on the bus”; 
“face facts, no matter how brutal”—remind you of 
anything this past week?

2.  By nature, are you more of a fox (juggling many balls, always 
moving to something new) or a hedgehog (living a simple life)?



1. How do you respond to the idea that “good is  
the enemy of great”? What have you seen that 
has “settled for the good”?

2. Name a great leader you’ve known. Did they combine 
extreme personal humility with intense professional will?

3. In your work experience, would you agree that the most 
important thing is to “get the right people on the bus, the wrong 
people off the bus, and the right people in the right seats”?

4. In your experience, do people confront the brutal facts, or 
avoid them? Are you yourself a confronter or avoider?  

group discussion STARTERS


